Regular inspections before riding the bicycle

Before riding the bicycle, check the following items. If any problems are found with the following items, contact the place of purchase or a bicycle dealer.

- Is the brake oil leaking?
- Do the front and rear brakes work correctly?
- Does each pad have a thickness of 0.5 mm or more?
- Is the disc brake rotor cracked or deformed?
- Does gear changing occur when the shifting switches are operated?
- Are the levers securely installed to the handlebar?
- Do any abnormal noises occur during operation?

Names of parts
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1. Depending on the specifications, some models do not have the function.
2. The number of ports in the terminal section varies by model.

Operation

Gear shifting operation
Be sure to rotate the crank when carrying out any switch operations which are related to gear shifting.

Remote switch (initial setting)
The remote switch transmits signals to compatible components via the wireless unit (SM-EW00/SM-WU151/SM-WU111). Operation and functions differ depending on the compatible component. Refer to the instruction manual for the compatible component in question.

Rear shifting switch operation (initial setting)
- **Shifting switch (X)**: The chain moves from a small sprocket to a larger sprocket.
- **Shifting switch (Y)**: The chain moves from a large sprocket to a smaller sprocket.

- **Shifting switch (X)**: The chain moves from the small chaining to the large chaining.
- **Shifting switch (Y)**: The chain moves from the large chaining to the small chaining.

If the chain falls off the inside, keep pressing shifting switch (X) for 1 second or more to move the front derailleur to the outermost position, and then keep it pressed for 10 seconds in order to reset the chain.

Actual behavior may differ depending on the connected components and software version.

The following changes can be made to the settings of each switch.

- Reverse the shifting up and down assignments of the shifting switches (X/Y).
- Reverse the rear and front shifting assignments of the shifting switches (right/left).
- Configure Multi-click mode settings.
- Set the remote switches to function as shifting switches.

Braking operation
This product is equipped with a rear adjustment function and a Free Stroke adjustment function. For further details and adjustments, consult the place of purchase.

For details, consult the place of purchase or a bicycle dealer.